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in the hope of that definition meaning merriam webster

Mar 27 2024

the meaning of in the hope of that is with the hope that something will happen or could happen how to use in the hope of that in
a sentence

word choice in the hope of vs with the hope of

Feb 26 2024

the key to answering this question is not in versus with but the preposition after hope note that all but one of the answers
have the wording in with the hope s to end ing we don t use the hope to end ing but the hope of ending both in and with would be
correct in this sentence

in hopes of definition meaning dictionary com

Jan 25 2024

expecting and wishing for as in we went in hopes of finding a vacancy or they met in the hope of bringing about a peaceful
settlement the phrases with that are used with clauses as in in hopes that something good might come of it he began to work
or we are in high hopes that a cure for leukemia will be found soon c

word usage hope of sth or hope for sth english

Dec 24 2023

1 answer sorted by 1 i can t find any supporting documentation but as a native speaker i would say they are not exactly
interchangeable i don t think anyone would say people have hope of change it would also be odd to say kevin hasn t given up
hope for getting in shape although that doesn t sound as wrong

is it correct to say in hopes of strategies for parents

Nov 23 2023

usually in hopes of comes before a desired outcome or effect for example you could say in hopes of arriving sooner they left
early using in hopes of helps to show how an outcome depends on what happens first read on to see examples of what it means
and how to use it

with hopes of definition meaning merriam webster

Oct 22 2023

the meaning of with hopes of is wanting something to be true hoping that something will happen how to use with hopes of in a
sentence

in hopes of definition meaning and origin

Sep 21 2023

in hopes of definition meaning and origin october 5 2023 when someone uses the term in hopes of they re expressing a desire or
aspiration for a particular outcome it s about looking forward to something with anticipation this idiom gives voice to our
ambitions and dreams and is a window into the human nature of hope and aspiration

in hopes of idioms by the free dictionary

Aug 20 2023

in hopes of something with the expectation intention or desire of something or something happening he strove to be well behaved
in prison in hopes of an early release i m being extra nice to my sister all through december in hopes of getting a new video game
for christmas see also hope of

definition of in the hope of that collins online dictionary

Jul 19 2023

english dictionary grammar definition of in the hope of that in the hope of that phrase if you do one thing in the hope of another
thing happening you do it because you think it might cause or help the other thing to happen which is what you want he was
studying in the hope of being admitted to an engineering college

is it correct to say in hopes of twominenglish com

Jun 18 2023

in summary in hopes of is a commonly used and accepted term in american english for conveying the connection between a person s



actions and the desired outcome while it may be deemed too casual for certain formal writing contexts the idiomatic
expression remains a versatile and essential tool for effective communication in everyday language

in the hope of vs with the hope of correct version

May 17 2023

is it in the hope of or with the hope of in the hope of is more commonly used and the correct version with the hope of is still
used but it isn t considered to be correct both phrases are used interchangeably they mean that we have a desire for something
to happen

in the hope of vs with the hope of correct version

Apr 16 2023

in the hope of is often used when someone does something because they hope for a certain outcome for example she studied hard
in the hope of passing the exam on the other hand with the hope of usually indicates carrying a hope into an action or
situation for instance she went to the interview with the hope of getting the job

hopes definition meaning merriam webster

Mar 15 2023

the meaning of hope is to cherish a desire with anticipation to want something to happen or be true how to use hope in a
sentence synonym discussion of hope

125 best hope quotes to build you up parade

Feb 14 2023

125 best quotes about hope 1 optimism is the faith that leads to achievement nothing can be done without hope and confidence
helen keller 2 you can cut

hope meaning cambridge learner s dictionary

Jan 13 2023

noun uk h��p us b1 c u a positive feeling about the future or something that you want to happen a message full of hope what
are your hopes and dreams for the future don t give up hope i m sure he ll be fine of doing sth young people are growing up in our
cities without any hope of getting a job more examples

hope a human need and a powerful force psychology today

Dec 12 2022

key points hope is a universal human experience and a powerful life force hope can be engendered by belief in an omnipotent god but
it is in fact secular a common deeply felt human

the will and ways of hope psychology today

Nov 11 2022

put simply hope involves the will to get there and different ways to get there why is hope important well life is difficult there
are many obstacles having goals is not enough one has

hope why it matters harvard health

Oct 10 2022

hope is a shield and a path hope can be a particularly powerful protector against the dread of a chronic or life threatening
illness it needn t center on a cure to be useful though those aspirations are enticing rather a person s hope even when facing an
illness that will likely end their life can be aimed at finding joy or comfort

hope english meaning cambridge dictionary

Sep 09 2022

verb i or t uk h��p us ho�p add to word list a2 to want something to happen or to be true and usually have a good reason
to think that it might hope for i m hoping for an interview next week that she s hoping that she won t be away too long hope
that i hope that she ll win

hope psychology what are the benefits of hope psych central

Aug 08 2022



hope is a way of thinking or a state of being this means that hope can be taught hope is also distinct from a wish hope involves
taking action toward a goal while a wish is out of your
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